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EASTERN GERMAN LIBRARIES 
—Tom Kilton (IU) 

From April 25 to June 5, 1992, I met with librarians at 
several libraries in eastern Germany for the purposes of foster
ing relations between these libraries and our own, discussing 
common problems, offering certain types of assistance to the 
libraries, and providing the means for some of the German li
brarians to visit American libraries in the near future. The pro
ject was sponsored and arranged by the United States Informa
tion Service Academic Specialists Program. Four university li
braries, one state library, and three public libraries were as
signed to me for this purpose: the university libraries of Ro
stock, Greifswald, Greifswald branch at Neubrandenburg, and 
Halle; the Mecklenburgische Landesbibliothek at Schwerin; and 
the public libraries at Neubrandenburg, Rostock, and Schwerin. 

The very notion of trying to provide assistance to a library 
in another country brings with it the possibility of patroniza-
tion on the part of the helping library and a naivete* in assuming 
that the library to be helped is backward and in need of assis
tance and advice. Admittedly the libraries of the former German 
Democratic Republic suffer from certain very bad conditions, 
but they are by no means backward in every respect Provisions 
for the housing of materials frequently are pitiful, offices and 
other facilities for library personnel are in many cases over
crowded and depressing, and accommodations for patrons—read
ing rooms, card catalog sections, etc.—leave much to be de
sired. But in some other areas, such as automation (CD-ROM 
database workstations, OPACs, and electronic shared-cataloging 
networks), these libraries have taken great strides in the short 
time since the reunification of October 3, 1990. The provision 
of good reference service to students and faculty is another area 
in which these libraries are now excelling. 

The larger portion of my work involved giving talks to 
groups of librarians, meeting with them to discuss topics rang
ing from remote storage to collection development, and in gen
eral attempting to establish good-will. I assisted in making ar
rangements for the university libraries at Rostock and Greifs
wald to receive collections from libraries abandoned by U.S. 
military troops being withdrawn from western Germany, and I 
procured a set of Books for College Libraries for the University 
of Rostock to assist librarians there in filling in lacunae in their 
American studies collections. 

At each institution I took interest of course in the prob
lems which the librarians repeatedly complained about. Inade
quate space and inferior facilities for day-to-day library opera
tions as well as for the housing of materials were two problems 
stressed constantly. Insufficient funding for materials, although 
brought up as a problem, did not seem to be as serious as the 
other two, at least for the moment. 
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Another major problem was fear for the future of one's 
own position due to the the downsizing of library staffs in line 
with current management reforms in eastern Germany. Not a 
single individual expressed discontent with salaries, although 
this should not be taken as a sign of content—it's simply a fact 
of life in the new state that anyone who has a job is currently 
so grateful to have it that they do not even bother to quibble 
over monetary reward. This was evident during the strikes of 
last May when workers in the east did not participate in the 
strikes launched by their western counterparts. 

Because of the earlier feather-bedding practices common 
throughout libraries as well as book publishing firms, the sizes 
of the library staffs have had to be reduced. In some cases those 
not having a long tenure of service have simply been dis
charged, although many of these are currently working under 
temporary make-work (Arbeitsbeschaffungsmassnahmen) pro
grams, which assure only up to two years of employment And 
as if all of this were not demoralizing enough, all faculty and 
library positions are currently being put on hold and advertised 
so that anyone may apply for them, but in most cases the in
cumbents receive them back. During this whole period a gov
ernment investigative committee (die Ehrenkommission) exam
ines personnel records for documented STASI contacts in which 
malevolent acts committed against colleagues, such as denounc
ing them or impeding their professional development for politi
cal reasons, are recorded. The outside visitor does not have to be 
particularly perspicacious to sense the fear of retaliation which 
now prevails in many quarters of these libraries. And, of course, 
even those who really have nothing to fear regarding STASI in
volvement are concerned about their job security until they are 
reinstated in their positions. 

The legacy of the German Democratic Republic is a mixed 
blessing for libraries in some ways. For instance, despite the 
repressive atmosphere and problems—such as censorship, over-

(Cont'd on page 3) 
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Eastern German Libraries (cont'd from page l) 
staffing—there have been progressive steps—such as the 1950 
standardization of the classification schemes in all public li
braries, and the 1969 mandate that the collection development 
activities of the seminar or departmental libraries in the univer
sities be coordinated with their respective central libraries—that 
did not occur in the libraries of the Federal Republic. One can 
also cite the many scholarly journals and series issued by the 
universities which for decades have been sent abroad on ex
change. Many of these publications are now unfortunately 
being drastically reduced in frequency of issue if not suspended 
altogether. 

Among many other subjects which deserve mention, but 
for which a major chapter would be required, are changes in edu
cation for librarianship, the growth of library professional orga
nizations, cooperative collection building, and interlibrary loan 
advances. In any case, a trip to the new federal state to visit all 
types of libraries from academic to public to state is most 
worthwhile and rewarding. And the reception is most friendly.** 

La Tres Grande Bibliotheque 
at Berkeley 

—James Spohrer (CU) 

An international conference entitled "La Tris Grande 
Bibliothique and the Future of the Library" was presented April 
10-12 at the University of California, Berkeley. The conference 
included many prominent speakers from France and the United 
States on subjects related to the library of the future. 

The keynote session of the conference included remarks by 
Roger Hahn of Berkeley's Department of History, and by Jean 
Gattegno, D616gu6 Scientifique of the Bibliotheque de France 
(BdF). Dominique Perrault, Architect of the BdF, gave an 
overview of the project, accompanied by a large scale model of 
the controversial building. Other speakers traced its genesis and 
evolution through the French national planning and funding bu
reaucracy, and its role in the evolving national library network 
in France. 

A session on the "Global Library" was offered on April 11. 
Led by Dorothy Gregor, University Librarian at Berkeley, it in
cluded presentations by John Gage, Director of the Science Of
fice of Sun Microsystems, on the "Global Book," and Prosser 
Gifford, Director of Scholarly Programs at the Library of 
Congress, on "The Libraries of Eastern Europe: Information and 
Democracy." 

The other chief focus of the conference, the oft-cited Li
brary of the Future—a.k.a. the Library without Walls, the Li
brary without Books, and the Electronic Library—was discussed 
in great detail by a group of experts led by Yale Bronstein, of 
the UC Berkeley School of Library and Information Science. 
Panelists included Goery DelacSte, Director of the San Fran
cisco Exploratorium, Geoffry Nunberg, Stanford University and 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, and Alain Giffard, Informa
tion Scientist at the Bibliotheque de France. 

On Sunday a closing session on "The Library in Public 
Life" was chaired by Philip Leighton of Stanford University, 
and included presentations by Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie of the 
Bibliotheque Nationale on "The Daily Life of an Administrator 
of the Bibliotheque Nationale," Jacqueline Sanson (BN) on 
"Transfer and Continuity of Patrimony," Aude Perrault speak
ing on "The Bibliotheque de France in the City of Paris," 
among others. 

Reviews of the conference were mixed. Although it pre
sented a wealth of new data and a cogent summary of favorable 
arguments relative to the new BdF, it failed to convince sceptics 
that the project corresponds to what the French truly need in 
terms of library services and programs. Its monumental nature 
and unconventional design, as well as the lack of a well-con
ceived place for the new structure in the larger framework of the 
preservation of French cultural patrimony were also suspect 

Other participants were bewildered at the apparently uncon
nected nature of the various sessions, and at the sometimes glar
ing unfamiliarity with current library practices and activities 
which surfaced from time to time. 

All in all the conference raised as many questions and 
doubts as it answered or put to rest; in particular, it reopened 
the debate about the good judgment and seemliness of the TGB 
itself, and doubtless renewed in many a Gallic mind the nagging 
question which one French dignitary privately expressed, 
"Should I resign?" 

NOTES ON THE PUBLISHING SCENE: 
FRENCH AUTHORS' COLLECTIVE FINED FOR 

DEFAMING VANITY-PRESS PUBLISHERS 
—Jeffry Larson (CtY) 

CALCRE, which identifies itself as an "Association d In
formation et de Defense des Auteurs," has been fined for defam
ing two vanity-press publishers in France. The judgments 
against the collective were in the amounts of 37,000 and 2000 
French francs payable respectively to Editions La Bruyere and 
Editions Academie Europeenne du Livre. 

In the latter case, the successful plaintiff won a judgment 
"en reparation du prejudice tant materiel que moral subi dufait 
a"alligations malfondies de comportment[sJ UUgaux ou dou-
teux" made by CALCRE. The condemned statements were in 
correspondence between the parties and dealt with the quality of 
the marketing services the publishing house renders its client-
authors, and not with the plaintiffs characterization as a vanity-
press publisher. 

CALCRE, headed by Roger Gaillard, is the publisher of 
AUDACE (reviewed in the WESS Newsletter, Spring 
1988, with a 3d ed. annotated in the Fall 1991 Newsletter) 
and ARUT (see annotation p. 7). A "Comitf de Soutien pour le 
droit a I'Expression du CALCRE" has been organized and has 
mounted a campaign to solicit checks of one franc each payable 
to the plaintiffs. The defendants hope this mode of payment 
will deter the plaintiffs. 

It should be noted that the French legal system does not 
easily allow for class-action suits, contingency fees nor puni
tive fines (see William B. Fisch, "European Analogues to the 
Class Action: Group Action in France and Germany," in The 
American Journal of Comparative Law, v. 27 [1979], pp. 51-
79.). Thus, awards in the amount of $3.5 million—such as a 
jury made against Vantage Press (see PW, Apr. 20,1990)—are 
unheard of in France, where authors' associations vituperate in 
frustration and vanity publishers are successful in suing for 
defamation. 

On a personal note, my written testimony expressing con
fidence in CALCRE's information was entered by the defendant 
into the court record in the case involving Editions Academie 
Europeenne du Livre, but was evidently considered immaterial.* 
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Touzot, Casalini Honored 
at San Francisco Reception 

—James Spohrer (CU) 
A reception honoring Jean Touzot and Mario Casalini for 

their many years of service to American research libraries was 
held on 29 June 1992 in the Goethe Institute Library in San 
Francisco. The event, organized by a group of WESS members 
with long personal and professional ties to the two men, was 
attended by nearly one hundred guests from many of North 
America's most distinguished research libraries, and was made 
possible by donations from their many friends and admirers in 
Europe, Canada and the United States. 

Along with Dr. Barbara Bernhart, Librarian of the Goethe 
Institute in San Francisco, Jean and Brenda Touzot and Mario 
Casalini and his son Michele greeted their many friends and ac
quaintances. Mr. Touzot spoke movingly of his life, his career, 
and his deep appreciation of the honor and friendship which un

derlay the occasion. He announced that he was retiring from his 
position as director of Jean Touzot Libraire, and that he was 
pleased at last to face the prospect of sufficient leisure to under
take a variety of reading and writing projects which had inter
ested him for some time. 

Mario Casalini responded with a gracious word of thanks 
and personal reminiscence of his long association with North 
American research librarians. Mr. Casalini will continue to be 
active in his firm Casalini Libri and to participate in the vari
ous professional associations related to the firm's activities. 
Both men were presented booklets signed by those in attendance 
and photographs commemorating the occasion. 

Although this event was not an officially-authorized and 
-financed WESS function, the author wishes to thank the many 
WESS members whose cooperation, assistance and contribu
tions made it possible. •> 

EUROPE IN BITS AND BYTES 
Column Editor: Julie Still 

Contributions on electronic resources and services 
are welcome (address on page 2) 

EUROPEAN O P A C S AND INFORMATION 
SERVERS ON THE INTERNET 

—James Campbell (ViU) 

Many European universities and other institutions now 
have information servers up on the Internet, some with only lo
cal information, but others with texts, software, games, and 
bibliographies of all sorts. Most British academic libraries are 
accessible on the Internet through a link to the JANET net
work, but they are well documented in HYTELNET and in the 
Barron, St. George and Noonan lists of OPACs and are too 
numerous to repeat here. Some additional German catalogs, 
mostly regional cataloging databases, are available over the Eu
ropean Community's IXI network, but are not connected to the 
Internet. The cataloging databases maintained by the national 
libraries of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden are accessible 
through the sunic gopher server, described below, but an ac
count is required to use them. 

Gopher, an information system developed at the University 
of Minnesota, is very popular in Europe. Many gophers are 
linked to one another, and offer easy access to European infor
mation. If you have a gopher at your institution, select Other 
Gopher and Information Servers and then Europe from 
its menus. On the Europe menu, the Swedish University Net
work (sunic) provides access to still more European information 
servers. Some other gophers, e.g., the TU Clausthal for Ger
many, provide more detailed access for their countries. If you do 
not have local access to gopher, you can telnet to the Swedish 
server at sunic.sunet.se. Login as gopher. 

Newly available OPACs and information servers are often 
announced on the LIB HYTELNET mailing list. To subscribe, 
send a request to Peter Scott (scott@sklib.usask.ca). Informal 
exchange is still important in finding out what's available, 
though, and I'm always happy to hear or share information. E-
mail address: campbell@virginia.edu. 

AUSTRIA 

Technische Universitat Graz 129.27.2.13 
ftub.tu-graz.ac.at 

Username = tub 
Main menu also provides access to the catalog of the Universitat 

Graz. The catalog is also accessible from the TU's gopher-
server, finfo.tu-graz.ac.at. Login: info 

Universitat Graz 
Reachable through the connection to the TU Graz. 

BELGIUM 

Vrije Universiteit Brussel 134.184.15.1 
rcl.vub.ac.be 

Login: vubis 
Menus and instructions available in Dutch, English, or French. 

Will eventually also provide access to ANTILOPE, the union 
list of current serials in Belgian libraries. 

FINLAND 

Finnish National Bibliography 128.214.4.130 
(FENNICA) hyk.helsinki.fi 
At the first prompt, enter hello yourname,user.clas01 
At the next prompt, select 10 for vtlOO. 
At "Anna koko...", enter 100 
At "Anna uumi....", enter /lang 1 for English. 
To exit, enter /quit 
A VTLS system. 

Joensuu University 128.214.14.103 
joyk.joensuu.fi 

hello yourname,user,clas01 At "HP3000/935", enter 
Select terminal type 4 
At "Anna kokoelma", enter 100 
At "Anna uusP\ enter /langl for English 
To exit, hit the telnet escape key 

GERMANY 

Universitat Erlangen/Nurnberg 131.188.1.43 
faul43.informatik.uni-erlangen.de 

When prompted for login, enter gi 
Library catalog and also a database on computer science. The 

Meckerkasten (complaint box) is sometimes interesting. 
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Universitat Heidelberg 129.206.100.101 
vm.urz.uni-heidelberg.de 

Tab to "Command = > " and enter d vtam 
On the Universitaetsrechenzentrum screen, enter cicsub 
On the Universitaetsbibliothek screen, enter info 

Technische Hochschule Karlsruhe 129.13.99.1 
ibm3090.rz.uni-karlsruhe.de 

Use tn3270 to connect 
When prompted for a choice, choose IBM3090 (TSO). 
At the userid prompt, enter RA and a number between 10 and 16. 
Available only in the daytime. Contains only books and 

dissertations. 

Universitat Konstanz 134.34.3.5 775 
polydos.uni-konstanz.de 775 

Konstanz normally requires a password, but if you connect to port 
775, you bypass that step. 

Universitat Saarbrucken 134.96.5.1 
unisb.rz.uni-sb.de 

After the logon request, you'll see a / prompt. Type .a logon 
ub,ub and press enter. 

To exit, enter 0. 

ICELAND 

BOKASAFN, Reykjavik 130.208.165.16 
saga.rhi.hi.is 

At the first prompt, enter bokasafn 
Includes holdings from both the National Library and the Univer

sity Library. 

IRELAND 

University College Cork 143.239.1.2 
vaxl.ucc.ie 

When prompted for Userid, enter library and wait a few seconds. 
Requires vtlOO. 
To exit, press CTRL-X 
DOBISIUBIS system. 

University College Dublin 

When asked which service you require, enter library 
To exit, enter E 

137.43.1.6 
pacx.ucd.ie 

ITALY 

Servizio Bibliotecario Nazionale, 130.186.24.106 
Venice iuavcd.unive.it 

At the first login prompt enter biblio 
At the second login prompt enter opac 
Userid = utente plus a number between 1 and 10 
Password = utente plus a number between 1 and 10 
To exit, press CTRL-E 
Includes the Bibioteca Nazionale Marciana and a number of smaller 

Venetian libraries. I know of no one who has been able to con
nect to this OPAC from the US. 

NETHERLANDS 

Rijksuniversiteit Groningen 
Press Enter/Return when connected. 
USERNAME: OPC 
To exit, press PF1 and CTRL-Z or SHIFT-F1 and CTRL! 
Requires VT100 emulation. 

129.125.19.10 

Katholieke Universiteit Brabant, Tilburg 

At "Username:" enter kubgids 
Select a language and press Enter/Return twice 
Enter C for Catalog. 
To exit, return to main menu and tab to QUIT 

Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht 

At the Request: prompt, type brunet 
At the :::: prompt, hit RETURN. 
Enter E for English or N for Dutch. 
To exit, hit the Telnet escape key. 
A GEAC system. 

SPAIN 

Centro Informatico Cientiffco 
de Andalucfa 

At the Username: prompt, type aleph 
At the Terminal: prompt, enter 11 for VT100. 
For English, enter 7/ENG 
To exit, type ADIOS 

Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Cient f f icas 

Username = aleph 
At the terminal prompt, enter 11 for VT100. 
For English, enter 7/ENG 
To exit, type stop 

137.56.0.56 
kublib.kub.nl 

131.211.16.16 
ruutccjruu.nl 

150.214.4.14 
sevax2.cica.es 

130.206.32.31 
cti.csic.es 

130.237.207.90 
kibib.kib.ki.se 

SWEDEN 

Karolinska Institutet 

Username: library 
To exit, use the telnet escape key. 
A LIBERTAS catalog. 

Lunds Universitet lolita.lu.se 
Select terminal type 10. (If you have a terminal that supports Scan

dinavian 7-bit ASCII, select 4.) 
Enter 100 as the location code. 
Type /lang 1 to select English or /lang to see other choices. 
To exit type /QUIT and enter Y to confirm. 
This is a VTLS system. 

Kungliga Tekniska 
S t o c k h o l m 

Username = bibkat 
To exit, type exit 

Hogskolan, 130.237.29.3 
kthbib.lib.kth.se 

Hogskolan i Sundsvall-Harndsand 130.239.216.7 
olorin.bib.hsh.se 

Username: biblios for Sundsval, biblioh for Harnosand 
Select 3 to change language. 
8-bit (DECMCS or Latinl) vt200 compatible terminal 

recommended. 
To exit enter exit from main menu. 
A LIBERTAS opac. 

Umea Universitet libum.umu.se 
Use tn3270 rather then telnet to connect. 
When connected, enter dial vtam 
When prompted, enter biblio 
To exit choose 5 on the menu, then enter undial at prompt 
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SWITZERLAND 

SIBIL, Lausanne 130.59.108.11 
sibil.switch.ch 

When prompted for terminal type, enter 02 for vtlOO or M to see 
the menu of posssible choices. 

At the SIBIL logo, press Return. 
You may choose English, French, Italian or German screens. To 

change languages, select 14 on the Menu Principal. 
This is the union catalog of the Roseau des B ibliotheques Romandes 

et Tessinoises. 

Universitat Zurich rzutso.unizh.ch 
Command=> dobis 
At the DOBIS banner, press Enter. 
To exit, choose 5 on the main menu and type logoff on the DOBIS 

screen. 
Includes the main library and most department libraries, but data 

from many libraries is only for 1990 or 1991 on. You can 
choose to have the menu screens in German or French. 

Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule 129.132.1.22 
Zurich ethics.cthz.ch 

At Enter Term, choose vtl00, then press the Return key twice. 
Menu screens in German or English. 

Zentralbibliothek Zurich 130.60.64.5 
nuz.unizh.ch 

At the # prompt, enter call elOO and press Enter again. 
You should see a screen offering a choice of English or German. If 

not, enter END to display it. 
To exit, use the telnet escape key. 
A GEAC system. 

OTHER E-NEWS: 

Access to MINITEL 
Full Minitel service is available in the U.S. Minitel allows 

access to online databases (e. g., PASCAL and FRANCIS), 
some French OPACs, French phone books, and other services. 
Individual users may set up an account billed to their VISA. 
Corporate users may be billed monthly like traditional online 
service users. A minimum $10.00 billing rate is waived for 
schools and colleges. Charges are for usage only but fees vary 
with the services used. Minitel will send interested parties a free 
diskette containing the set-up procedure. For more information 
call 914-694-6266. 

New CD-ROMs 
The complete works of Thomas Acquinas are now avail

able. For more information contact ccsmi@imicilea.cilea.il. 
Type Acquinas CD-ROM as the subject line. 

FRANCIS, the French humanities, social sciences, and 
economics database, is also available. For more information 
contact INIST DIFFUSION. The address is 2 allec du pare de 
Brabois F-54514 Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy Cedex France. The fax 
number is (33) 83 50 46 66. 

New Lists 
CLASSICS@uwavm.bitnet Greek and Latin subjects 
MEDIEV-L@ukanvm.bitnet Medieval History 
renais-l@ulkyvm.bitnet History of the Renaissance 
Romance Librarians Bulletin Board (contact Jeffry Larson, 

e-mail addresses on p. 2 above) 
—Julie Still (PCW> 

NEW PUBLICATIONS OF NOTE 
Column Editor: Michael P. Olson 

Submissions are welcome (address on page 2) 

KDB = Kurt Dc Belder (NNU) 
JKL = Jeffry K. Larson (CtY) 

MPO = Michael P. Olson (CLU) 
SFR = Susanne F. Roberts (CtY) 

CGS = Charles G. Spetland (MnU) 

Alstrup, Erik, and Poul Erik Olsen, ed. Dansk kulturhis-
torisk Opslagsvaerk. 2 vols. Copenhagen: Dansk Historisk 
Faellesforcning, 1991. ISBN 87-7423-077-8 (set), v, 1084 p. 
Ca. 1,100 Dkr. 

600 articles cover the cultural history of Denmark and the 
duchies of Schleswig/Holstein from 1400 to 1914. The choice 
of entries is interesting: film, universiteter, bogspredning, 
kvinder, sprog, but not litteratur. An index includes 10,000 
keywords. [MPO] 

L'Annee de la presse. University de Bordeaux III, Centre 
d'6ludes des m&lia [previously ...de la Presse], Laboratoire as-
soci6 des sciences de Tinformation et de la communication. 
Talence [France]: Le Centre, 23 cm. (<1987->: Publications de 
la Maison des Sciences de I'Homme d'Aquitaine) ISSN 0336-
4445; LCCN 92-641166. 60F. 

This annual review of the media in France offers chronolo
gies of events divided into 5 different subject categories, fol
lowed by a 43-page bibliography of books and articles in 20 
rubrics, with no index. The 176-page volume covering 1987 
was published in 1990 "sous la direction A.-J. Tudesq et J. CI. 
Drouin/ par J.-J. Cheval et G. Dupon-Lahitte" and bears the 
ISBN 2-8582-139-3. [JKL] 

Annuaire des bibliothhques universitaires et de 
grands etablissenients 1989. [Paris]: Ministere de 
1'Education nationale, Direction de la programmation et du 
developpment universitaire [Diff.: La Documentation francaise], 
1991. 116 p. ISBN 2-11-002716-9. 120F 

Statistics on French university libraries, followed by a di
rectory. Forematter and tables of contents in French and En
glish. Large map in pocket. [JKL] 

Basso, Jeannine. Le genre tpistolaire en langue itali-
enne, 1538-1662: repertoire chronologique et ana-
lytique. Roma: Bulzoni; Nancy: Presses universitaires de 
Nancy, cl990. 2 v. (747 p.) 22 cm. (Jalons; 5) ISBN 88-7119-
160-9; 2-86480-361-5. L70,000. 

An inventory of Italian works in or on the epistolary form 
after Aretino. After a biographical note on the author, lists each 
title in chronological order with a physical description, followed 
by its subsequent editions up to 1700. Includes an index of au
thors and titles, a chronological table showing the editions of 
each title, and an index of names. [JKL] 

Beaumarchais, Jean-Pierre de, and Daniel Couty. Chronolo-
gie de la litte'rature franqaise. Paris: PUF, 1991. 162 p. 
{EtudesLitt6raires) ISBN 2130438180. $10.00. 

Chronology of key titles from 842 (Serments de Stras
bourg) to 1990 (Jean Rouaud: Les Champs d'honneur) with 
some annotated entries. [By the authors of Balay BD312.] 

[KDB] 
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Bolettn bibliogrdfico de Estudios Vascos = Euskal 
ikasketen Bibliografi Aldizkaria. 1- (1988)- Vitoria-
Gasteiz: Eusko Bibliographia, Centra de Documentaci6n Bibli-
ograTica Vasca, 1988- 30 cm. (Libros y folletos) ISSN 0214-
2155. 2665 Ptas. 

The bi-monthly Basque "national" bibliography. Vol. II, 
no. 8. for October-December 1989 is dated 1991. The main sec
tion is a classified bibliography of relevant books and pam
phlets, with indices of subjects, series, places and personal 
names. Conformity with ISBD is promised for the next issue. 
The issue also contains a "Bibliograffa de historia de los medios 
de comunicaci6n en el Pafs Vasco" by Santiago de Pablo, a 
subject index for vol. II, and list of subscribers. [JKL] 

Catalogo dei premi letterari italiani. Milano: Bibli-
ografica, cl991. 379 p. 25 cm. ISBN 88-7075-286-0; LCCN 
92-116518. L50,000. 

A directory of Italian literary awards that updates and ex
pands Tralli's 1986 Catalogo nazionale dei premi letterari (Wat
ford 3:668) Arranged first alphabetically and then by subject, 
indicating the time and place of the award ceremony, the catego
ries and divisions of the competitions, the character of the 
award, the names of the jurors, and the name and address of the 
granting organization. Includes indices of names, of awards not 
responding to the survey, and of defunct awards. [JKL] 

// catalogo tematico dei piccoli editori 1991. Torino: 
Associazione Italian Piccoli Editori, 1991. 345 p. L40,000. 

The publications of 104 small Italian publishers arranged 
under 85 subject headings, followed by indices of publishers and 
authors. Contains display ads. [JKL] 

Di Stefano, Giuseppe. Dictionnaire des locutions en 
moyen francais. Montreal: CERES, 1991. xiii, 930 p. 
(Bibliothique du moyen francais, 1) ISBN 0919089550. 
$25.00. 

Di Stefano (McGill U.) has based his dictionary of phrases 
on more than 500 French texts from the 14th & 15th century. 
Alphabetically arranged according to the central word, the dic
tionary offers a short translation and a number of relatively long 
examples of usage. Fills a distinct need. [KDB] 

Diciondrio cronoldgico de autores Portugueses. Or-
ganizado pelo Instituto Portugues do Livro; ed. Eugenio Lis-
boa. Mem Martins: PublicacOes Europa-Am6rica, cl985-
<1990> v. <l-2> 18 cm. ISBN 972-1-00640-8 (v. 1); 972-1-
03157-7 (v. 2); LCCN 86-205625. Esc 2490 (v. 1). 

Unsigned articles of varying length on authors in order of 
birth date, with brief primary bibliographies. Each volume has 
alphabetical indices of authors, pseudonyms and titles, and vol. 
I has an index of collective or anonymous works. Vol. 1 covers 
up through the XVIIIth century; vol. 2 the period 1800-1866. 
Vol. 3 will coverl867-1899; the first half of the XXth century 
will be covered in one or two volumes. [JKL] 

Dietzel, Thomas, and Bernhard Fischer. Deutsche liter-
arische Zeitschriften 1945-1970: Ein Repertorium. 
4 vols. Munich: Saur, 1992. ISBN 3-598-22000-6. 1306 p. 
680 DM. 

An indispensable account of German-language literary 
journals from 1945 to 1970. An alphabetical list of journal ti
tles includes detailed information. Also of interest for literary 
historians are the introduction, the bibliography, and the 

chronological list of titles. Indices in the fourth volume allow 
for easy use. [Continues Balay AE35-36.] [MPO] 

Dizionario autori: italiani contemporanei. Milano: G. 
Miano, 1991. 312 p.; 24 cm. (Contributi bibliografici) LCCN 
92-200790. L40,000 

Profiles of 400 authors signed by 40 collaborators citing 
only selected primary works. The subjects, not limited to living 
authors, were chosen on the basis of official awards, critical re
ception and sales. Includes an index of names. A 2d edition is 
promised. While the 1974 2-volume Dizionario generate degli 
autori contemporanei (Sheehy BD1068) offers a fuller treat
ment, this title should certainly displace the Dizionario degli 
scrittori italiani d'oggi (Sheehy BD1078-1079), which is based 
on subject authors' submissions and omits major writers. 

[JKL] 

Dizionario analogico della lingua Ualiana. [Milano]: 
TEA [UTETJ, 1991. xi, 596 p. 20 cm. (/ Dizionari) ISBN 88-
7819-263-5; LCCN 92-116882. L25000. 

A dictionary of more than 50,000 related terms, with 
25,000 entries arranged under 950 headings, concluded by a 128-
page index of words. One of the 30 illustrative tables shows the 
shapes of 29 selected kinds of pasta, omitting gnocchi and ziti, 
which however are listed on the opposite page. [JKL] 

La DonzelUtta vien dalla donzilla: dizionario delle 
forme alterate della lingua Ualiana. By Claudia Alberti 
[et al.]. Bologna: Zanichelli, cl991. v, 366 p. 25 cm. ISBN 
(invalid) 88-08-114494-5. L38,000. 

How to increase your Italian expressiveness—if you don't 
forget your roots: a dictionary of 14,000 modified forms 
(diminutives, augmentatives, pejoratives, etc.) of 5000 basic 
terms, citing 6000 textual examples. Contains cross references, 
index and a bibliography of sources. [JKL] 

Ferrero, Ernesto. Dizionario storico dei gerghi ita
liani: dal Quattrocento a oggi Milano: A. Mondadori, 
1991. xxxv, 442 p. 24 cm. (La Storia) ISBN 8804351748; 
LCCN 92-196734. L55,000. 

A substantial lexicon of Italian slangs, indicating regional 
usage and sources. Contains a 40-page "Glossario italiano-ger-
gale" and a 15-page bibliography. [JKL] 

Frey, Gerhard, ed. Prominente ohne Maske DDR. Mu
nich: FZ-Verlag, 1991. ISBN 3-924309-15-9.493 p. 62 DM. 

An essential reference work for GDR studies: 1,000 bibli
ographies of eastern German personalities from 1945 to 1990. 
With illustrations. [Cf Sheehy AJ214.] [MPO] 

Furhammar, Leif. Filmen i Sverige: En Historia i Tio 
Kapitel. [Hogenas]: Wiken, 1991. ISBN 91-7024-712-9. 381 
p. 360 Skr. 

Historical overview of Swedish film since its beginnings. 
Excellent illustrations, bibliography, and index. [MPO] 

Gaillard, Roger. ARLIT et Cie, annuaire des revues 
litUraires et compagnie. Vitry: CALCRE, [1992]. 256 p. 
30 cm. "ISSN 0765-2186." ISBN (invalid) 2906018037; 
LCCN 92-185230. 225F 

Evaluative directory of over 500 Francophone literary and 
cultural revues, addressed to prospective authors, but useful for 
library selectors as well. Similar in tone and format to 
AUDACE: annuaire d V usage des auteurs cherchant un iditeur 
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(see the WESS Newsletter, Spring 1988 and Fall 1991), 
from the same source, and likewise indicates which revues are 
vanity press. Contains geographic and genre indexes. [JKL] 

Gentry, Francis G. Bibliographie zur friihmittelhoch-
deutschen geistlichen Dichtung. Berlin: Schmidt, 1992. 
278 p. (Bibliographien zur deutschen literatur des Mittelalters, 
Heft 11) ISBN 3503030077. DM 98. 

Lists 85 works and poets; includes bibliographic informa
tion, listings of manuscripts, publications, essays and reviews. 
Includes an editor and reviewer index. [KDB] 

Un giornale, Una provincia: inchiesta sui quotidi-
ani provinciali in Italia. Ed. Arcangelo Iannace. 2d ed. 
Torino: Gutenberg 2000, 1990. 200 p.: ill. L25,000. 

A survey of 44 provincial newspapers, primarily in north
ern Italy, consisting for each title of a 2- or 3-page signed his
tory and a one-page technical fiche. [JKL] 

Granja Sainz, Jose" Luis de la. Bibliografia de historia 
contempordnea del Pals Vasco. Vitoria-Gasteiz: Eusko 
Bibliographia; Estella [Navarra]: GraTicas Lizarr, 1991.126 p.; 
22 cm. (Monograftas; 2. Anexos Boletln Bibliogrdfico de Estu-
dios Vascos-, 1) ISBN 84-97719-03-1.2500 Ptas. 

A classed chronological bibliography of books and articles 
on Basque history from 1766 to 1975. 85% of the titles cited 
were published between 1970 and 1990. Includes a list of peri
odicals covered and an author index. [JKL] 

Greco, Emanuele. Guida archeologica d'Italia. E. Greco, 
Angela Pontrandolfo, with Adelia Pelosi, Gabriella Prisco. Mi
lan: Mondadori, 1991. 383 p. ISBN 88-04-34549-7. L45,000. 

Amply illustrated with maps, plans and pictures, this guide 
offers travellers interested in archeology a means of selecting 
and appreciating in some depth the most significant among 
Italy's wealth of monuments, sites and ruins. One section sug
gests ideal itineraries for each region; another lists alphabeti
cally localities of archeologica! interest. A glossary as well as 
lists of classical authors, divine and mythological personnages, 
and museums also contribute to this flexible and practical 
handbook. [SFR] 

Greimas, Alqirdas Julien. Dictionnaire de Vancien 
franqais: le Moyen Age. Paris: Larousse, 1992. xxi, 630 
p. ISBN 2033403270. $36.50. 

Companion volume to the following. 
Greimas, Alqirdas Julien and Teresa Mary Keane. Diction
naire du moyen francais: la Renaissance. Paris: 
Larousse, 1992. xlv, 668 p. ISBN 203340322X. $38.00 

Greimas states in his introduction that this was intended to 
be "un dictionnaire de consultation et non de reference." Com
pared to di Stefano [above], this dictionary offers the more typi
cal dictionary entry, many more entries but considerably shorter 
examples. [KDB] 

Hagnell, Viveka. Norsk Teater 1900-1990: Repertoar-
politik och samlUllstematik. Studia Humaniora 6. Oslo: 
Universitetsforlaget, 1991. ISBN 82-00-21180-0. 258 p. 160 
Nkr. 

History of Norwegian theater in the 20th century. Includes 
a 12-page English summary. [MPO] 

Hertzen, Maria von, et al. and Scannet, ed. Nordic 
Databases = Nordiska Databaser 1992: Directory of 

Online Databases in the Nordic Countries. Nordinfo-
Publikation 21. Esbo, Finland: Nordinfo, c/o Tekniska 
hOgskolans bibliotek, 1992. ISBN 951-47-5946-X. 202 p. 220 
FIM. 

This latest version of the directory adds 170 new databases, 
26% more than in the 1990 directory. Arrangement is alphabet
ical by database name with indices for broad subject area, coun
try of origin, producer, and host organization, including ad
dresses, telephone and telefax numbers, and contact persons. 
Most of the listings are for online sources, as opposed to com
pact disc or floppy diskette files. Approximately one third of 
the databases listed are bibliographic, including a number of 
library catalogs. The directory is in English, with the contents, 
preface, introduction, and indices also in Swedish. [CGS] 

Kandler, Giinther, and Stefan Winter. Wortanalytisches 
WSrterbuch: Deutscher Wortschatz nach Sinn-Ele-
menten. Vol. 1: a-brand. Patholinguistica 14.1. Munich: Wil-
helm Fink Verlag, 1992. ISBN 3-7705-2760-7. 479 p. 148 
DM. 

An alphabetical listing of morphemes in conternprary 
German, including word examples and grammatical explana
tions. To be complete in ten volumes. [MPO] 

Kipp, Harald. Lexikon der Europiiischen AbkUrzungen. 
Eltville am Rhein: Bechtermunz, cl990. 306 p. 24 cm. ISBN 
3-927117-66-8; LCCN 92-208419. DM 19.80. 

An alphabetical list of Euro-abbreviations that is less fo-
cussed on the EC than Anne Ramsay's Eurojargon, whose 2d 
ed. was annotated in the Newsletter, Spring 1990 (now into a 
3d ed., 1991, 90 p.). Includes a subject index and a list of se
lected addresses which reveals its German bias by listing Ger
man chambers of commerce in foreign countries but not vice-
versa. [JKL] 

Klawiter, Randolph J. Stefan Zweig: An International 
Bibliography. Riverside, CA: Ariadne Press, 1991. xvii, 
934 p. (Studies in Austrian literature, culture and thought) 
ISBN 092949735X. $54.60. 

Lists primary literature (including essays, lectures, reviews; 
translations; forewords & afterwords; correspondence), secondary 
literature, reviews, film versions of Zweig's works, his works 
set to music, symposia and works dedicated to him. [KDB] 

Koschnick, Wolfgang J. Standardwb'rterbuch filr die 
Sozialwissenschaften = Standard Dictionary of the 
Social Sciences. Vol. 2, pt. 1: German-English, A-L. Mu
nich: Saur, 1992. ISBN 3-598-10527-4. ix, 785 p. 168 DM. 

Main entries are followed by their direct English equiva
lents and lengthy explanations of the term in English. (The 
English-German volume was published in 1984.) [MPO] 

Letteratura Italiana. Aggiornamento Bibliografico. 
Ed. Benedetto Aschero. Trieste: Alcione Edizioni, 1991-. ISSN 
1121-0753. Annual subscription: L400,000. 

"L.I.A.B. is a current six-monthly bibliography, which 
aims to record all works (whether in the form of volumes or pe
riodical articles) published on Italian literature in Italy and 
abroad" (Foreword). Literary works and textbooks are omitted; 
coverage of book reviews will depend on user response. Divided 
into chapters according to century, much like the old MLA. In
cludes indices of subjects, authors and publishers. [JKL] 
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Lettieri, Mario. Dizionario delle idee, dei pensieri e 
delle opinioni. Novara: De Agostini, cl991. vii, 759 p. 20 
cm. ISBN 8840292357; LCCN 91-168712: L35000 

A thematic dictionary of international quotations, compara
ble to Sheehy BD156 or BD159. Includes indices of authors and 
subjects. [JKL] 

Levi, Anthony. Guide to French literature: 1789 to 
the present. Chicago: St. James Press, 1992. 884 p. ISBN 
1558620869. $130.00. 

Extensive essays (varying from 12 pages on Sartre to 1 1/2 
page on Sarraute) on French authors (including Barthes, Bon-
nefoy, Duras, Foucault, Leiris, Perec, Ponge, and Yourcenar 
but not Ch6did, Derrida, Jabes and Lacan), a few journals (La 
Nouvelle Revue Francaise, Revue des deux mondes, Tel Quel, 
and Les Temps Modernes) and an essay on structuralism but not 
on deconstruction. The essays offer quite an extensive overview 
of the author's life, her works (going beyond the book sum
mary) and a listing of publications including translations into 
English and secondary literature. Large and useful index appara
tus which contains a nice amount of additional information. 
[Cf. Balay BD313.] [KDB] 

Literatur-Rat Nordrhein Westfalen e.V. Literatur-Atlas 
NRW: Ein Adrefibuch zur Literaturszene. Cologne: 
Volksblatt Verlag, 1992. ISBN 3-923243-96-0. 552 p. 39.80 
DM. 

Many listings of the book world in North Rhine-West
phalia (authors, publishers, bookstores, libraries, other associa
tions and institutions). A must for scholars working in that part 
of Germany. [MPO] 

Lyche, Lise. Norges Teater Historie. Asker: Tell, 1991. 
ISBN 82-7522-006-8.266 p. 298 Nkr. 

Illustrated history of Norwegian theater. Useful indices. 
[MPO] 

Michelena, Luis. Diccionario general vasco = Orota-
riko euskal hiztegia. Bilbao: Real Academia de la Lengua 
Vasca; Desclee De Brouwer/Mensajero, 1987-<1992> <v. l-5> 
26 cm. ISBN (invalid) 84-271-1493-X (set); LCCN 90-184198. 
5200 Ptas (v. 5). 

A dictionary giving definitions and explanations in Castil-
ian and sourced quotations in Basque (fewer in number for each 
entry starting with vol. 5, to make the work less cumbersome). 
Vol. 5: Berr-Daf contains a 32-page bibliography. [JKL] 

Neumann, Karl Walter, et al. Ostschlesiche Portrats: 
Biographisch-bibliographisches Lexikon von 
Osterreichisch-Ostschlesien. Pt. 1: A-D. Schriften der 
Stiftung Haus Oberschlesien: Landeskundliche Reihe 2.1. 
Berlin: Gebr. Mann Verlag, 1991. ISBN 3-7861-1634-2. xx, 
185 p. 38 DM. 

Detailed histories of notables from eastern Silesia. Includes 
bibliographies and illustrations. [MPO] 

Oficina de Estadistica y Sociologia de la Iglesia (OESI), Secre-
tariado General de la Conferencia Episcopal Espafiola. Guia de 
la Iglesia Catdlica en EspaHa. Nomenclator 1991. 
Madrid: EDICE - Editorial de la Conferencia Episcopal 
Espanola, [19901. 588 p. ISBN 84-7141-236-5. 

This directory of the Roman Catholic Church in Spain 
lists names, addresses, telephone and fax numbers of organiza
tions and individuals in the church from the international 

catholic hierarchy, Roman curia and Spanish apostolic nun-
ciatur down to lay associations of the faithful and ecclesiastical 
museums. Each section contains a description or history of the 
role of the entities listed within the church. Where appropriate, 
publications of various bodies are noted. A detailed table of con
tents and an index of organizations are provided. [SFR] 

ler Catalogue des revues culturelles. Direction scien-
tifique: Olivier Corpet. Paris: Ent'Revues, 1991. 302 p. ISBN 
2-907702-04-1. 200 FF. 

From the publishers of La Revue des revues, an alphabeti
cal listing of some 350 cultural revues, with technical informa
tion and descriptive notices supplied by the revues. Contains 
subject and geographic indices (the 2nd edition is intended to be 
more international), with lists of titles subsidized by the Centre 
National des Lettres and of distributors. En attendant the 2nd 
edition, the Catalogue will be updated as an Annuaire MUma-
tique (3615 SJ * REVUE on the Minitel). [JKL] 

Raabe, Paul. Die Autoren und BUcher des literarischen 
Expressionismus: Ein bibliographisches Handbuch 
in Zusammenarbeit mit lngrid Hannich-Bode. 2., 
verb, und mit Erg. und Nachtr. 1985-1990 erw. Aufl. Stuttgart 
Metzler, 1992. xiv, 1049 p. ISBN 3476007561. $237.00. 

Very thorough and handsomely produced reference work. 
Includes a lexicon (alphabetical arranged dictionary of authors 
including a short bio, a listing of primary literature, Nachlafi 
locations, and bibliographies); a repertorium (listings with au
thors' names according to birth date, birth place, training, and 
cause of death; photographs of authors; listings with titles ar
ranged chronologically, alphabetically, by genre, by publisher, 
by illustrator, listings of posthumously published texts; listing 
of "Lebenszeugnisse" including letters, diaries, autobiographies, 
Nachlasse and other documents); an overview of works by ex
pressionist authors published before 1910 or after 1923/24. In
cludes a general name index. [KDB] 

Schettini Piazza, Enrica, ed. La banca e il libro: catalogo 
delle pubblicazioni delle aziende e degli istituti di 
credito italiani A cura di Enrica Schettini Piazza; con la col-
laborazione editoriale di Vanni Scheiwiller; presentazione di 
Piero Barucci; prefazione di Umberto Eco. Roma: Bancaria 
editrice, 1991. 2 v. (xxi, 1009 p.) ill. (some col.); 31 cm. 
LCCN 91-184934. L250,000. 

A catalog with physical descriptions of the books, gener
ally on Italian cultural history, published by Italian banks. It
self a sumptuous exemplar of the genre. Includes indices of au
thors, names, subjects and issuing institutions. [JKL] 

Schildt, Joachim. Kurze Geschichte der deutschen 
Sprache. Berlin: Volk und Wissen, 1991. ISBN 3-06-101719-
4. 169 p. 17.80 DM. 

A compact, readable account of the German language. 
[MPO] 

SchrOder, Werner. Die Namen im 'Trojanerkrieg' Kon-
rads von WUrzburg. Stuttgart: Steiner, 1992. 144 p. 
(Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur-Mainz) ISBN 
3515061452. DM64. 

Register of names in Konrad von Wiirzburgs poem. In
cludes, among others, name variations, verse number, rhyme 
pattern. [KDB] 
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Segelcke, Nanna, ed. Norge Ad Notam: En Kulturhis-
torisk Innfoering. Oslo: Aventura, 1992. ISBN 82-588-
0759-5. 267 p. 298 Nkr. 

Several contributions of 10-15 pages each on the cultural 
history of Norway, including chapters on the church, industry, 
literature, the natural sciences, music, language, the press, and 
the workers' movement. [MPO] 

Steenmeijer, Maarten. Bibliogra/Ca de las traducciones 
de la literatura espailola e hispanoamericana al 
holandis: 1946-1990. Tubingen: M. Niemayer, 1991. 69 
p. 24 cm. (Beiheftefur Iberoromania, ISSN 0177-199X; Bd. 7) 
ISBN 3-484-52907-5. 

An inventory of 467 translations of works by individual 
authors and of 49 anthologies, with indices of translators and 
country of authors' origin. [JKL] 

T4l4vision franqaise: la saison 1991. Ed. Christian 
Boss6no. Courbevoie: CinemAction; Cond6-sur-Noireau: Cor-
let; [Paris]: Telerama, cl992. 202 p. ill. 24 cm. (CinimAction, 
TV; 1) ISBN 2-85480-834-7; ISSN 0243-4504; LCCN 92-
172230. 120F. 

A program-by-program survey of the 1991 television sea
son in France arranged by type of program. Includes indices of 
titles, directors, authors and adapters. [JKL] 

Walters, Nel. Nederlands Spreekwoordenboek. Lisse: 
Rebo Productions, 1991. 90-366-0614-4. 831 p. 39.90 Dfl. 

"How to use" book of over 10,000 Dutch words. Listed al
phabetically, each word is featured in a proverb along with an
other sentence bearing like meaning. [MPO] 

Weigand, JOrg. Pseudonyme: ein Lexikon. Decknamen 
der Autoren deutschsprachigen erzdhlender Liter-
atur. Baden-Baden: Nomos, 1991. 282 p. ISBN 3789022799. 
$31.00. 

Contains 2 parts: (1) alphabetical list under real name with 
dates, listing of pseudonyms and genre of published works; (2) 
alphabetical index of pseudonyms referring to part 1. [KDB] 

Wredlund, Bertil. Ldngfilm i Sverige. Ed. Bertil Wredlund 
and Rolf Lindfors. Stockholm: Proprius, <1979-cl991> v. <1-
7>: ill. 22 cm. LCCN 80-456835. Contents: 1. 1910-1919 
(1991); 2. 1920-1929 (1987); 3. 1930-1939 (1983); 4. 1940-
1949 (1981); 5. 1950-1959 (1979); 6. 1960-1969 (1982); 7. 
1970-1979 (1983); 8. 1980-1989 (NYP). 

Vol. 1: 1910-1919 (323 p. ISBN 91-7118-719-7) of this 
chronological catalog of feature films from various countries 
handled by Swedish censorship has just appeared. ForemaUer in 
Swedish and English; indices of titles and names. [JKL] 

Zappella, Giuseppina. IRIDE: iconografia rinascimen-
tale italiana: dizionario enciclopedico: figure, per-
sonaggi, simboli e allegorie nel libro italiano del 
Quattrocento e del Cinquecento. Milano: Editrice Bibli-
ografica, cl992- v. 1: Abaco-Aiuto: ill., facsims. 30 cm. 
(Grandi opere; 5) ISBN 88-7075-293-3 (v. 1). L350,000. 

An alphabetical inventory of themes, motives and symbols 
in Italian book illustration of the Renaissance. The first vol
ume, of 749 pages, contains 104 articles with bibliographical 
citations and cross references. The bibliography at the end of the 
volume includes only those works cited in each article. The fi
nal volume will have a thematic index and full bibliography. 
Should prove to be an indispensable resource. [JKL]= 

PERSONAL AND 
INSTITUTIONAL NEWS 

Column Editor: James H. Spohrer 

Sandra Fraser, World History & Women's Studies Librarian 
in the Elmer Holmes Bobst Library of New York University 
(70 Washington Sq South, New York NY 10012) has agreed to 
succeed the inimitable Jim Spohrer (who has been elevated to 
higher duties as WESS Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect) as editor of this 
column. Please submit news items to her; Tel: 212-998-2514; 
E-mail: fraser@acfl .nyu.edu. 

Du c6tt de chez Schwannengesang 
For a long time I went to bed early. Sometimes ... I hardly 

had time to say to myself, "I'm writing a column for the 
Newsletter." And half an hour later, the thought that it was 
time to seek sleep awakened me... And yet the column 
must be written. 

The crumbs of pastry in next morning's tea overwhelmed 
me with a ... recollection, faint yet nonetheless unmistakable, 
that Bill Monroe had indeed published his article "The 
Guennol Triptych and the Twelfth-Century Revival 
or Jur i sprudence" in The Cloisters: Studies in 
Honor of the Fiftieth Anniversary, edited by Eliza
beth C. Parker (New York: Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 1992). ... I struggled to understand ... lightly traced 
on that burgeoning, improbable vine ... the words "Monroe 
has also published 'Redefining the Library: The Year's 
Work in Collection Development, 1991,' in Li~ 
brary Resources & Technical Services 36 (1992): 
277-289." 

Now ... the realization struck me ...: Julie Still had 
won, and now things would never be the same. She had won, 
was one with, the ALA Bogle International Travel 
Grant to cover the costs of her trip to the Interna
tional Online Information Meeting in London last 
December, and ... there you had it. 

... I reflected on ... Jim Campbell, Tim Shaw and 
Kurt De Belder, whose two-week [August] stay in Prince
ton... New Jersey... was ... spent ... in a two-week semi
nar called Electronic Texts in the Humanities: 
Methods and Tools, sponsored by the Rutgers-
Princeton Center for Electronic Texts in the Hu
manities, discussing research methodology for textual analy
sis and learning how to work with various software packages;... 

At ... Widener Library of the Harvard College 
Library, ... Barbara Halporn has been named Head of 
the Collection Development Department, and also the 
principal selector for German, Dutch, Afrikaans 
and Hungarian. 

With this realization came the inevitable tragic, debilitating 
and anfractuous knowledge that ...that item would be the 
last I should ever contribute to the Newsletter [Deo 
volente. —Ed.]. ... 

And so we beat on, boats against the current, flotsam upon 
the jetsam, borne back ceaselessly away from the topic. 

[Ed's note: The above text was forwarded to us from Reader's 
Digest, with all cuts shown by ellipses. The full text is avail
able upon request. In exchange for this offer, the author has 
agreed not to join Gordon Lish's class action suit against peri
odical editors.) <= 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 
Summary of Meetings, June 27, 30, 1992 

Jeffry Larson began the report on the WESS Newsletter 
for Stephen Lehmann. As announced in the spring 1992 
Newsletter, ACRL intends to produce and distribute two 16-
page issues only if the Section can provide the funds for addi
tional costs. Options for raising additional money are limited 
by ALA and ACRL rules, but the Section is allowed to solicit 
contributions from vendors and, in fact, enough money has 
been offered for 1992-93 to supply ACRL with the extra money 
required for fall and spring 16-page issues [see note below]. 
However, money generated in this way cannot be carried forward 
to a successive fiscal year.The Executive Committee saw such 
solicitations as a temporary rather than a long-term solution. 
The ACRL Publications Committee is taking a hard look at 
newsletters in general. Larson and Lehmann will draft a re
sponse to the ACRL Proposed Policy and Procedures on Sec
tion Newsletters. The Executive Committee discussed the pos
sibility of producing the WESS Newsletter in electronic 
format. This is not an attractive alternative currently because 
many members lack access to e-mail. 

Ceres Birkhead reported on the WESS elections. Jim 
Spohrer was elected Vice-Chair/Chair Elect; Tom Izbicki, Sec
retary; Craig Likness, Member-at-Large. 

Richard Hacken reported on planning for the 1993 confer
ence program in New Orleans ["Europe East and West: New 
Resources for North American Libraries"]. Michael Miller, 
German Bibliographer at North Dakota State University, will 
speak. A speaker from the Library of Congress will come if his 
schedule and finances allow. Hacken is seeking money from 
ACRL for nouoraria and travel funds. There was a discussion on 
the need to rotate sponsors for refreshments. WESS will be co-
sponsoring the 1993 conference program with SEES on the 
East/West relationship. 

John Kaiser and Jim Romer reported on plans for a revision 
of the WESS Directory. [See announcement and coupon p. 15]. 

Eva Sartori discussed publicity for the Nijhoff award. The 
Chair of the Nijhoff Award Committee submits a summary to 
the WESS Newsletter, and recipients submit a report to 
ACRL. Recipients have given summaries in WESS General 
Meetings, as this year, and C&RL News carries announcements 
of the winning project. 

Tom Kilton reported on the new version of the WESS Of
ficers' Manual. Ed Shreeves is willing to continue updating it 
another one or two years. The Manual has been the work of a 
committee chaired by Kilton that included Shreeves, Martha 
Brogan, John Cullars, Kaiser, and Chuck Spornick. Copies will 
be sent to committee chairs, WESS officers, Discussion Group 
chairs, and the Newsletter editor. Committee chairs will pho
tocopy relevant pages for their committee members. 

At the second Executive Committee meeting, Kaiser re
ported on the Research and Planning Committee meeting for 
Charles Fineman, who was in Europe attending a LIBER meet
ing. The ARL project on foreign acquisitions was the principal 
item under discussion. Tom Izbicki, Barbara Walden, Chair, 
David Cooper, Charles Fineman, and Mary Jane Parrine made 
up the subcommittee appointed by Research and Planning. Jutta 
Reed-Scott of ARL had reported on what the project had done 
and hoped to accomplish. Phase one, intended to establish an 
organizational structure for the project and to identify areas and 
subjects for more intensive study, has been completed. Barbara 
Walden produced a good report for the WESS subcommittee, 

whose suggestions were accepted. Barbara Walden was com
mended for her work. Although the subcommittee's work has 
now been completed^ the consensus was that R&P should con
tinue involvement. Mike Olson and Jim Spohrer have been ap
pointed by ARL to serve as co-chairs of a task force to work on 
on Germany and Austria; Assunta Pisani will work on Italy. 

Kilton reported on the Publication Committee meeting. 
Diana Chlebek brought a mock-up for the new WESS brochure. 
The new version will resemble the first one, but the print will 
be smaller to accommodate additional information. There will 
be a summary of feature articles from the Newsletter, listings 
of selected programs from the ALA annual conferences and the 
international conferences. Kilton and Marcia Pankake, the Chair 
of the 1992 Program Committee, have been considering pubb-
cation options for the 1992 conference program proceedings. 
The delay in the publication of the proceedings of the Florence 
Conference has been due to editorial problems with some au
thors and copyright clearances. 

A letter is to be sent to G.K. Hall thanking them for the 
$600 donation for coffee at the Conference Program, with 
apologies for the excessive charge levied by the hotel. 

The membership meeting had 28 persons in attendance. 
The general discussion of the Nijhoff West European Specialist 
Study grants, is reported on p. 12. Due to the time taken by the 
discussion, the business meeting was very brief and focused 
mainly on a report on the Newsletter budget problem. 

[The Executive Committee also heard reports from the Dis
cussion Groups; see their announcements on p. 15] 

Cullars reported on the 1994 London Conference Planning 
meeting in Fineman's absence. SEES is a co-sponsor, and 
Tanja Lorkovic, SEES Chair, had been present with other 
SEES representatives. Cullars noted that SEES did not seem 
especially enthusiastic about the conference, and seemed more 
interested in East European rather than collaborative themes 
covering both East and West Europe. The group also seemed 
unclear on the function of LIBER, the other sponsor. Many 
possible topics and sessions were discussed, including the fol
lowing: changing information flow between the continents, 
unification vs. fragmentation, the extension of new information 
access to Eastern Europe, networking in different countries, and 
electronic protocols. There was much discussion about the situ
ation in Eastern Europe: copying of materials in libraries and 
archives, the possible backlash against the European Commu
nity, the effect of materials becoming available in languages 
not widely collected, etc. The Executive Committee noted that 
WESS and SEES need to find more genuinely collaborative 
topics to pursue. 

Respectfully submitted by James Romer, WESS Secretary 
1991-92 (condensed by John Cullars, Assistant Editor, and by 
Jeffry Larson, Editor) 

Editor's note: After the final WESS Executive 
Committee meeting reported here, the ACRL Board 
voted to cut section newsletters even further—to 
one 8-page issue a year in 1992-1993. This action 
made the support so generously offered by publish
ers and vendors who are friends of WESS all the 
more necessary and appreciated, since with their 
help we are able to maintain our traditional size 
and frequency. * 
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Cinema Paradlso: Movies, Libraries, 
and European Culture 

—Marcia Pankake (MnU) 

The WESS 1992 program June 29th in San Francisco on 
contemporary European film production, current scholarship in 
film, archival collections and preservation of film, and resources 
for the study of film drew an audience of about 275 people. 

Steve Hanson (USC Cinema-Television Library) showed 
the change from the personal films produced in European na
tions to the "global" or "Eurofilm." Using film clips ranging 
from The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and Open City to Green Card 
and Reversal of Fortune, Mr. Hanson illustrated how American, 
and then the "global" and the "Eurofilm" are supplanting the na
tional films of European countries. Hanson predicted that Euro
pean national films will survive for the next few years, but they 
will be fewer in number, more expensive to make, and less pro
fessional. Librarians will have a harder time acquiring them for 
their collections. 

The scene shifted to James Winchell (French, Stanford). 
Through film clips he demonstrated how faculty members use 
film in research and teaching with a talk on how "sense-mak
ing" occurs in French films. As the issue of gender emerged in 
France in the 1960's-1980's, Eric Rohmer's films explore its 
dynamics metaphorically by camera technique: the camera is 
gendered to expose and criticize ideologies of gender, especially 
in his later films (Pauline at the Beach) the female protagonist 
takes control and the camera takes her point of view. 

Cut to Nancy Goldman (Pacific Film Archive) who talked 
on national film archives collecting national cinemas, and their 
costs (it might exceed $40,000 simply to keep a negative and 
positive print of one film). Over 70% of all silent films no 
longer exist in any form. She estimated the costs of preserving 
nitrate-based films (those made before 1951) at $15 million per 
year for the next 15-20 years. Goldman reviewed restoration and 
reconstruction to recreate the original release print or to restore 
versions to the director's final cut. She showed clips from La 
Tosca, a 1919 Italian film restored by the PFA. 

Fade to Anne Schlosser (Warner Bros. Research Library) 
who outlined resources to support research and teaching of film. 
She characterized types of film libraries: print (collections of 
film prints or stock footage) and paper (materials on paper 
about film). Materials collected include scholarly, trade, and 
technical works. Unpublished materials include the paperwork 
that accompanies film production: storyboards, production 
schedules, shooting scripts, etc. She reviewed the strengths of 
selected American institutions and notable European collections 
such as the British Film Institute, the Swedish Film Institute, 
and the Norwegian Film Institute. 

To keep within a reasonable running time, most of the 
questions from the audience were left on the cutting room floor. 

Credits: Executive producer: John Kaiser. Director: Marcia 
Pankake. Production design: Jim Spohrer. Lighting: Erika 
Link. Continuity: Mary Jane Parrine. Publicity: Sem Sutter. 
Postproduction editing: Marion Reid. Catering: G. K. Hall & 
Co. 

Nijhoff Reports 
—John Cullars (ICIU) 

The program at the WESS General Membership Meeting 
on June 29, 1992 centered around presentations by four of the 
five recipients of the Martinus Nijhoff International West Euro
pean Specialist Study Grant, which Martinus Nijhoff Interna

tional has funded annually since 1986. Member-at-Large Tom 
Kilton introduced the Director of MNI, Bas Guijt, and Marian 
Reijnen, Area Manager North America, and the past recipients 
of the award. 

Frederick Lynden of Brown University received the award in 
1986 to study price indexes of European academic library mate
rials. By the mid-1980s, American research libraries were pur
chasing 40-60% of their materials abroad, as the dollar became 
weaker against European currencies. Lynden felt that his study 
had occasioned tangible benefits to the profession; vendors now 
give special reports on price structures, and there has been a 
study of Dutch serials and monographs based on pricing. 

Michael Albin of the Library of Congress investigated 
refugee and exile publishing in Western Europe in 1987. His 
interest in this subject arose from the fact that LC was not col
lecting refugee/exile papers in any systematic way. He wished 
to document the size and distribution patterns of such writings 
and what institutions exist among refugee groups. By 1991, 
largely thanks to Albin's findings, LC was explicitly and sys
tematically collecting such non-commercial, non-book 
ephemera published outside of normal channels. 

James Spohrer of Berkeley received the award in 1989 to 
work on the project, "Preserving the Written Record: Evalua
tion of Preservation Programs at Four Major European Li
braries." He used the Nijhoff grant to visit the Sachische 
Landesbibliothek in Dresden, the Koninklijke Bibliotheek in 
the Hague, the mass conservation facility of the Bibliotheque 
Nationale in Provins, and the Herzog August Bibliothek in 
Wolfenbiittel, each of which has a distinctive preservation pro
gram. Spohrer planned to document their facilities and proce
dures both in writing and on film. Filming turned out to be 
more time-consuming than anticipated since he had to edit over 
30 hours of videotape. The results are now under review. 

Nancy S. Reinhardt of Harvard won the award in 1991 to 
research the topic, "Henry Wadsworth Longfellow as Book-
Selector for the Northern Germanic Languages." Longfellow, as 
a young man, had selected materials in the Germanic languages 
for Houghton Library. Reinhardt sought to learn what books he 
bought, where, and from whom. Reinhardt is editing Longfel
low's journal, which has never been published in its entirety. 
She is also investigating the histories of the booksellers 
Longfellow patronized. 

Reijnen introduced the 1992 recipient Martin Antonetti, 
Librarian at the Grolier Club in New York (see following 
announcement). •» 

1992 Nijhoff/WESS Grantee 
Martin Antonetti, Librarian of the Grolier Club, is this 

year's recipient of the Nijhoff/WESS Study grant. Mr. An-
tonetti's project involves studying the publications of Italian 
fine press and avant-garde publishers, with the goal of bringing 
these works to American libraries. During his stay in Italy, Mr. 
Antonetti also proposes to begin forging commercial and cul
tural ties between these presses and their American counterparts. 
The texts published by Italian fine press and avant-garde pub
lishers presently exist completely outside the main distribution 
networks and are not well known even in Italy. 

Mr. Antonetti is a specialist in the history of printing and 
is Assistant Director of Columbia University's Rare Book 
School. He is currently Librarian of the Grolier Club, one of 
the most comprehensive collections of books about books in 
the United States. —Eva Sartori (NbU), Chair 

Nijhoff Study Grant Committee* 
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WESS DISCUSSION GROUPS 
Midwinter 1993 

Classical, Medieval and Renaissance 
The Classical, Medieval and Renaissance Discussion 

Group, chaired by Blake Landor, met in San Francisco at the 
summer ALA convention. The group continued its discussion 
of full-text databases. Representatives of CETEDOC/Brepolis 
were present to discuss their CD-Rom version of Corpus Chris-
tianorum. Technical questions were raised about that and other 
databases, as well as about the quality of the texts distributed in 
electronic formats. The group hopes to continue this line of in
quiry at Midwinter, focusing on full-text databases for the study 
of the Classics. Fred Jenkins, (ODaU) now is the chair-elect 

—Tom Izbicki (MdBJ) 

College & Medium-Sized Libraries 
The annual meeting of the College & Medium-Sized Li

braries Discussion Group focused on the issues involved in the 
current trend of approval plan cancellations at college and 
medium-sized academic libraries. Many bibliographers at these 
institutions have noticed dramatic overall decreases in their pur
chasing of Western European foreign language titles. This phe
nomenon would make a useful subject for a research project 
which would focus on such collection development issues 
specifically at small to medium-sized research libraries. The de
crease in foreign language purchases at these libraries will un
doubtedly have significant implications for interlibrary loan. 

The group also discussed the recently completed list of sig
nificant Western European titles of 1990, which has been ac
cepted for publication by Choice in the December 1992 issue. 
Members of me group are at work on the 1991 lists and, as al
ways, would appreciate suggestions from other WESS 
members. 

The January meeting in Denver will again focus on the is
sue of foreign approval plans and upon the possibilities of co
operative collection development 

—Gretchen Holten (NbU), Chair 
E-mail: gretchen@unllib.unl.edu 

Germanists 
At our June meeting, Ivan Arguelles, cataloger for the LC 

Cooperative Cataloging Program at the University of Califor
nia, Berkeley, reported on the program's progress and his own 
participation in the program. An overview of the Germanists E-
mail network was presented by Jim Campbell. The network is 
an informal network—not a listserv. Those wishing to join 
should contact Jim at jmc@poe.acc.virginia.edu. Gail Hueting 
reported on the June 1992 New Hampshire Symposium on the 
GDR. ARL has chosen Germany as the major country from 
Western Europe on which to focus for its Foreign Acquisitions 
Project. Richard Hacken reported that no new work has been 
done on the RLG German Serials List. Tom Kilton and 
Liselotte Fajaido reported on their recent visits to German 
libraries. 

Barbara Walden, Chair of the Germanists Discussion Group 
welcomes any suggestions for an agenda for the upcoming 
Midwinter meeting in Denver. Please contact her at (612) 624-
2553; E-mail: b-wald@uminn.l.bitnet, or 5 Wilson Library, 
Univ. of Minnesota,Minneapolis, MN 55455. 

—Tom Kilton (IU), Past Chan-
E-mail: kilton@uiucvmd.bitnet 

Romance 
At the San Francisco meeting, Frank Di Trolio (FU) 

thanked John Cullars (ICIU) for helping organize the Group and 
serving as its first chair. Jeffry Larson (CtY), by announcing 
that he was ready to disseminate information or queries to mem
bers via electronic mail, effectively extended the discussion year 
round [see p. 2 for e-mail addresses]. 

Two outstanding publications by WESS (and Romance 
Group) members were announced: Eva Martin Sartori and 
Dorothy Wynn Zimmerman, eds. French Women Writers: A 
Bio-Bibliography (Greenwood Press, 1991), and Joseph P. Con-
soli, Giovanni Boccaccio: An Annotated Bibliography (Garland, 
1992). 

Danielle Mihram (CLSU), was elected secretary and chair-
elect by unanimous vote. Danielle's tenure starts in June 1993. 

The program topic was "Electronic Resources in Romance 
Studies." The guest speaker was Marianne Gaunt, Associate 
University Librarian for Research and Undergraduate Services, 
Rutgers University, one of the original project directors for the 
Rutgers-Princeton Center for Electronic Texts in the Humani
ties (CETH). She indicated the key role that the Center will 
play as the primary depository of humanities data files in the 
U.S. and as a clearinghouse on information related to such 
resources. 

Frank Di Trolio introduced a list he had prepared of some 
170 electronic resources in Romance studies, comprising both 
the humanities and social sciences, and in various formats, 
databases, CD-ROMs, electronic centers, discussion lists, etc.. 
The list could serve as a point of departure for discussion and 
for an eventual more definitive survey. Members are invited to 
revise or otherwise add to it in preparation for the discussion at 
the Midwinter meeting. —Frank Di Trolio (FU), Chair 

E-mail: FranDiT@nervm.bitnet 

Scandinavian 
The Scandinavian Discussion Group met on the afternoon 

of June 29. Present were two guests, representatives of the 
group of some thirty Norwegian academic and special librarians 
attending the ALA annual meetings as part of a study tour of 
North American research libraries: Astrid Utne from Univer-
sitetsbibliotek i Bergen and Inger Kielland from Norsk 
Rikskringkastings bibliotek. 

Discussion focussed mainly on sharing the scope and 
strengths of programs and collections at the represented institu
tions. A partial list of librarians with professional interests in 
the Nordic countries was distributed. Included are e-mail ad
dresses, telephone and fax numbers and street addresses. The list 
will be updated regularly and will be expanded to include inter
ested librarians in the Nordic countries. To be included on the 
list or to receive a copy, contact Charles Spetland, 180 Wilson 
Library, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455 (c-
spet@uminnl OR c-spet@vml.spcs.umn.edu). A proposal to 
create a Nordic Studies electronic bulletin board under the aus
pices of the Society for the Advancement of Scandinavian Study 
was also discussed. Spetland reported on the Library Issues sec
tion of the SASS conference held last spring in Minneapolis. 
There is renewed interest in cooperative collecting among those 
institutions with larger collections. Access to online catalogs 
and other databases within the Nordic countries was also a main 
area of interest 

The discussion at next summer's meeting in New Orleans 
will be chaired by Sem C. Sutter (ICU). Merry Schellinger 
(MnU) will act as Secretary. —Charles G. Spetland (MnU>» 
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WESS CANDIDATES STATEMENTS 
With the cooperation of the WESS Nominating Committee 
Chair Stephen Lehmann, we are pleased to present the follow
ing statements from candidates for Section offices in (he 1993 
elections. The usual re'sumf information will accompany the 
ballots mailed from ALA in the spring, and results will be an
nounced at the annual meeting. 

Candidates for Vlce-Chalr/Chalr-Elect 
John Cullars (ICIU) 

Finding no substantive help in national campaign plat
forms by Bush, Clinton, or Perot, I reluctantly rejected the idea 
of engaging Jim Spohrer as ghost writer. 

I have concentrated on WESS activities to the exclusion of 
most other ALA meetings since 1985. I first wandered into a 
WESS meeting, the Classical, Medieval, and Renaissance Dis
cussion Group, because the section's focus and activities looked 
more interesting to me than other appropriate ALA activities. 
Since then I have attended virtually all WESS meetings that 
were not closed until concurrent sessions in recent years have 
made that impossible. I have never regretted my choice of 
WESS or missed the other ALA meetings that I could not fit 
into my schedule. My position with the Newsletter also 
helps me keep abreast of WESS activities and projects, particu
larly since I synthesize and summary the minutes of the Execu
tive Committee meetings and often confer with the WESS 
chair, secretary, and committee chairs in doing this. I consider 
the WESS Florence Conference one of the highlights of my 
professional career and look forward to the London Conference. 
I am honored to be nominated for Vice-Chair/Chair-Elcct and, if 
elected, will serve to the best of my abilities, seeking advice 
and guidance from the many first rate people that I have met 
through WESS. 

Tom Kilton (IU) 
It is my hope that regardless of WESS's future leadership, 

the section will basically remain on the same course it has pur
sued since its inception. New ideas and directions should be en
couraged, but I feel that the ways in which WESS has served 
and continues to serve its membership should be sustained— 
regular and special programs and meetings for the discussion of 
current problems, topics, and issues, and ongoing communica
tion through the Newsletter as well as electronic mail. Since 
its beginning the Newsletter has proven to be an invaluable 
source of information for Western Europeanists, and in recent 
months we all have seen it come under threats resulting from 
cutbacks in financial support. As Chair of WESS I would en
courage and support the already existing efforts to fight for the 
survival and quality of this publication. In terms of WESS's re
lations with other national and international organizations I 
would work to direct the section's participation in any activities 
which the WESS member- ship felt would be worthwhile. 

I consider my participation in many of WESS's activities 
over a span of many years to have been very rewarding with re
spect to my own development in areas ranging from collection 
building and reference work to cataloging and classification ac
tivities. It is this variety of library topics constantly covered by 
the section which makes WESS an excellent forum for any type 
of librarian concerned with Western Europe. The section is 
growing as a result, and I hope it will flourish in the coming 
years. 

Candidates for Member-at-Large 
Gretchen Holten (NbU) 

I am interested in holding the office of Member-at-Large 
because it would be an opportunity for me to increase and ex
pand my participation in WESS. I am currently on the Publica
tions Committee and am Chair of the College & Medium-Sized 
Libraries Discussion Group. Since I am from a medium-sized 
research library, I can provide a useful perspective to the Execu
tive Committee and the General Membership Discussion Group 
meetings where large research library representatives predomi
nate. I am particularly interested in issues related to foreign ap
proval plans for college and medium-sized libraries and in the 
possibilities of cooperative collection development. 

David Rozkuszka (CSt) 
WESS is the library organization that has the ability to 

emulate the European Communities. It brings together Western 
European study areas into a continental perspective and allows 
for a strengthening of these interests with a broader perspective. 
As a foreign and international government documents bibliog
rapher for more than twenty-four years, I have had a similar na
tional and continental perspective. I have worked with the bib
liography of every Western European country and with the bib
liography of international governmental agencies involved with 
them: EC, NATO, UN's Economic Commission for Europe, 
etc. My personal involvement with WESS includes work with 
the Planning Committee for the ACRL/WESS Conference for 
Florence in 1987/88, as well as chairing one of its sessions; 
work with the Planning Committee for the WESS program in 
Dallas in 1984; chairing a panel for the WESS Symposium in 
Minneapolis in 1983; and delivering a key paper at the WESS 
program in New York in 1980. If elected, I would pursue a pro
gram that includes addressing the changes in information deliv
ery for Western European materials. I would also use my 
British documents background to assist in preparations for the 
WESS conference in London. Finally, my party-instincts will 
insure that your next ALA will be a little bit livelier. 

Candidates for Secretary 

Heidi Lou Hutchinson (CU-Riv) 
I would be most honored to be elected Secretary of the 

ACRL Western European Specialists Section. I consider myself 
a Western European Specialist in more ways than one. Though 
I am primarily a cataloger, I am also responsible for collection 
development in the German language and literature areas for the 
Library of the University of California, Riverside. 

I have also taken an active interest in German librarianship 
for the past 20 years, and in fact, my first library degree was ac
quired at the University of Frankfurt-am-Main. In 1988,1 was 
fortunate to be able to trade positions with a librarian from the 
University Library at Regensburg for six months. That experi
ence brought me up to dale on the conditions in university li
braries in Germany, and gave me special insight into the differ
ences between American and German academic librarianship. 

Recently, I was able to combine my cataloging and lan
guage skills when I contributed a comparative study of cata
loging rules from 14 countries to the report "A Comparative 
and Analytical Study of Cataloging Rules Employed in Europe 
for the Cataloging of the Hand Press, prepared for the Working 
Group appointed by the organizers of the Munich 1990 Confer
ence on Retrospective Cataloging and Conversion in Europe, 
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1500-1900" by Henry L. Snyder and Heidi L. Hutchinson, 
1992. 

My "secretarial" skills have been honed through experience 
in the Librarians' Association of the University of California 
(LAUC), where I have held both Secretary and Chair positions 
in the Riverside Division, and chaired a successful ad hoc com
mittee at the statewide level. I am also active on the Board of 
Online Audiovisual Catalogers, Inc. (OLAC), where I am cur
rently serving as Secretary. 

Blake Landor (FU) 
As long as I have been a WESS member, I have been im

pressed by the high quality of its programs, conferences, publi
cations, and the contributions of its members to discussions. I 
appreciate the efforts of the leadership to encourage members to 
become more active in WESS affairs. After serving as an Intern 
on the Publications Committee, this past year I chaired the 
Classical, Medieval, and Renaissance Discussion Group; I or
ganized our discussions around the subject of machine-readable 
databases, an area that interests me greatly in my position as 
Classics, Philosophy, and Religion Bibliographer at the Uni
versity of Florida. The opportunity to serve as an active partici
pant in the Executive Committee meetings would be a respon

sibility I would take very seriously. If elected, I look forward to 
helping set WESS's agenda for the remainder of the 1990's, 
which i t is to be hoped will produce more strategies for institu
tional cooperation worldwide as libraries exploit the advantages 
of improved access to local, national, and transatlantic networks 
during a time of diminished financial resources. « 

Recent Publications 
The last three issues of Collection Management contain ar

ticles of interest to WESS readers. The papers from WESS's 
1988 Florence Conference have been published as volume 15, 
nos. 1-2 and volume 15, nos. 3- 4 under the title Euro-Librari-
anship: Shared Resources, Shared Responsibilities, edited by 
Assunta Pisani. Volume 16, no. 1 of Collection Management 
includes the article "Western European Vendors: A Critical Sur
vey of their Use by American Academic Libraries," by Thomas 
Kilton and Robert Sewell, p. 1-54. Unfortunately a section of 
the manuscript listing vendors by country was omitted from the 
published text, so the entire article is scheduled to be reprinted 
in either the next issue or the following one. 

—Tom Kilton (TU), Chair 
WESS Publications Committee 

Announcing The latest version of the 

Directory of Western European Specialists in North American Libraries 

Published by the ACRL Western European Specialists Section 

Third Edition of the widely acclaimed "WESS Directory" which last appeared in 1990 
Available in hardcopy and disk (Macintosh) versions 

Now with more than 245 names 
Current addresses (including e-mail & fax), job tasks 

Specialties, professional affiliations, indexes, etc. 

Available December 1,1992 
Clip this coupon to order your copy in either paper or In diskette: 

Coupon for Directory of Western European Specialists 
Please specify desired format: 

Title/Address 

ACRL Member? • yes a no 

Amount enclosed: Date: _ 

• Paper (8.5" x 11") 
Send $3 check payable to ACRL (for ACRL members; $5 for non-

members) to: 
John R. Kaiser 
1136 South Atherton St. 
State College, PA 16801 

• Diskette (Microsoft Word/Macintosh) 
Send $5 check payable to ACRL & one 3.5" disk (either DS/DD or HD) 

in post paid, addressed mailer to: 
James Romer 
232 Colonial Drive 
Burlington, NC 27215 



Requested WESS 1993 Midwinter 
Schedule & Locations 

Subject to Confirmation 

Saturday, January 23 
2:00-4:00 .Executive Committee (I) Hyatt 
8:00-10:00 Jt WESS/SEES Conference Planning -

London 1994 Hyatt 

Sunday, January 24 
9:30-11:00 Publications Wcstin 
11:30-12:30 .Newsletter Westin 
11:30-12:30 Classical, Medieval & 

Renaissance Radisson or Contort Inn 
11:30-12:30 Germanists Radisson orConfortlnn 
8:00-10:00 .Nijhoff Award (closed) TBA 

Monday, January 25 
8:00-9:00 Conference Planning - N. O. 1993 TBA 
8:00-9:00 .Nominating (closed) Westin 
9:30-11:00 General Membership Westin orConv. Ctr 
11:30-12:30 College & Medium-sized 

Libraries Executive Tower Inn 
2:00-4:00 .Romance Exec. Tower Inn or Conv. Ctr 

Tuesday, January 26 
9:30-11:00 Research & Planning Marriott or Hyatt 
11:30-12:30 .Executive Committee (II) Marriott 

WESS Officers, 1992-1993 
Chair: Ceres Birkhead 

Reference, Room 316 Marriott Library 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112 

Tel: 801-581-6329; FAX: 801-5814882 
E-mail (new): cbirkhea@alexandria.lib.ulah.edu 

Vice-Cha i r /Cha i r -E lec t : J a m e s H. Spohrer 
German Collections Librarian, 390 Main Library 

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 
Tel.: 415-642-0956; E-mail: jspohrer@Iibrary.bcrkcIcy.edu 

Member-at-Large: Craig Likness 
Assistant Director for Public Services and Collections 

Trinity University Library 
715 Stadium Dr., San Antonio TX 78212 

Tel: 512-736-7344; E-mail: clikness@trinity.edu 

Secretary: Tom Izbicki 
Eisenhower Library, Johns Hopkins University 

Baltimore, MD 21218 
Tel: 410-516-7173; E-mail (new): izbick@jhunix.bitnct 

Past Chair: John Kaiser 
Chief, Commonwealth Campus Libraries 

Pennsylvania State University Library 
1136 South Atherton Street, State College, PA 16801 

Tel: 814-863-1561; FAX: 814-865-3665 
E-mail: jrk@psulias.bilnet 
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